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Abstract

Particle-laden turbulent &ow over a backward-facing step has been investigated by using large eddy sim-
ulation for the &uid phase while particle motion is traced by particle track model. E4ects of both drag and
gravitational forces on particle motion are considered. The simulation is carried out with the &ow parameters
and geometry of the test section is same as those in the experiment carried out by Fessler and Eaton (J. Fluid
Mech. 314 (1999) 97), who measured the two-dimensional &ow 8elds of both phases. Predicted statistical
mean properties of the &uid phase with Reynolds number of 18,400 and particle phase with 70 �m copper
spheres and 150 �m glass spheres respectively are in good agreement with the experimental results. Simulation
also predicts detailed &ow 8elds of both phases and their evolution. Further investigation has been carried
out on the dispersion of particles with di4erent Stokes numbers in the turbulent structure of the &uid 8eld.
Motion of glass spheres with diameters 2, 20, 50, 100 and 200 �m, respectively, introduced in the &uid 8eld
is simulated. The predicted patterns of instantaneous dispersion of particles reveal that the phenomenon of
preferential concentration of particles occurs at a certain range of Stokes number. The e4ects of initial velocity
slip between the two phases and the action of gravity on particle dispersion are also investigated.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Turbulence is a phenomenon that occurs frequently in nature. It has been the subject of study
for over 100 years. In present days, the prediction and control of turbulent &ows have become
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increasingly important, especially for particle-laden turbulent &ows, due to their frequent occurrence
in technological applications involving industrial systems, energy conversion systems and geophysical
applications. Describing and predicting the turbulent characteristics of particle-laden &ows is therefore
an important research topic in applied &uid mechanics.

Traditional approaches of computational studies are usually based on the Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations in which the turbulent spectrum is parameterized by semi-empirical
turbulence modeling. A primary shortcoming of RANS methods is that the e4ect of large-scale vorti-
cal structures and distortion of turbulent eddies is not taken into account. Direct numerical simulation
(DNS) is one of the approaches to overcome this. In DNS, the Navier–Stokes equations are solved
directly without introducing any model and hence the process consumes a huge computer time even
for &ows of moderately large Reynolds number.

Large eddy simulation (LES) o4ers the advantages of calculating directly the large-scale energy
containing motion and modeling the small-scale energy dissipating motion. So, LES predictions have
less computational time compared with DNS and less modeling errors compared with RANS. In a
previous simulation [3] of the same con8guration and &ow parameters as those in the experimental
work of Fessler and Eaton [6] using Reynolds-averaged equations with the k–� model and the
improved stochastic separated &ow model, only time averages of the &ow 8elds and the particle
density were predicted. The present work not only provides the evolution of the &ow 8elds but
reveals 8ner details of the &ow pattern. It predicts, for example, a small anti-clockwise recirculation
region near the corner between the step and the lower wall. This region has not been predicted by
previous simulation using RANS [3], nor resolvable in the experimental work of Fessler and Eaton
[6].

2. Con�guration of simulation

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the test section of the experiment carried out by Fessler and
Eaton [6]. The width of the section in the z-direction perpendicular to the paper is much larger than
that in the y-direction so that the &ow can be considered as two dimensional. The backward-facing
step has an expansion ratio of 5:3. Reynolds number of the air &ow over the backward-facing step
is 18,400, based on the maximum inlet velocity of 10:5 m s−1 and step height 26:7 mm. Particles
introduced into the &ow are glass spheres of diameter 150 �m, density 2500 kg m−3 and copper
spheres of diameter 70 �m, density 8800 kg m−3 respectively. Numerical simulation is carried out
with the same &ow parameters and geometry as those of the experiment, except that the length of
the backward step channel is doubled in order to observe the fully developed &ow. Predicted results
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Fig. 1. Schematice diagram of test section.
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of velocity of both phases agree well with the experimental data. In order to investigate further the
e4ect of particle parameters on particle–vortex interaction, hypothetical glass spheres with di4erent
diameters, 2, 20, 50, 100 and 200 �m are introduced into the &ow and the simulated results are then
computed and compared.

3. Continuous phase equations

LES is used to simulate the gas phase of the &ow. The &ow 8eld variables are separated into a
large-scale component and a subgrid scale (SGS) component by 8ltering. The e4ect of the subgrid
scales on the resolved scales is modeled by the SGS stress according to the Smagorinsky model [8].
The space 8ltered time-dependent incompressible Navier–Stokes equations with Smagorinsky model
in Cartesian coordinates can then be written as
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where �∗=�=Re+�T, Re is the Reynolds number of &uid phase, � is the molecular viscosity and �T
is eddy viscosity given by �T = �(Cs�)2|S| = (Cs�)2

√
2SijSij. Sij is the rate of strain tensor of the

8ltered velocity 8eld, �=
√

JxJy is the 8lter width, and Cs = 0:048 is chosen as the Smagorinsky
model parameter. The equations have been nondimensionalized using the step height as the length
scale, the maximum inlet velocity as the velocity scale and the ratio of the step height and maximum
inlet velocity as the time scale.

The governing equations are discretized spatially on a staggered Cartesian grid. In the current
study, a uniform grid with 259 nodes in the streamwise x-direction and 25 nodes in the transverse
y-direction is used. Derivatives are approximated using central di4erence for the di4usion terms
while the advection terms are discretized by an upwind scheme. Time integration of the governing
equations is done with a second-order Adams–Bashforth scheme. The time step is taken as 0.005.
Chorin’s [4] fractional-step projection method is adopted in solving the incompressible gas-phase
equations. The Poission equation for pressure correction is formed and solved directly using the
Buneman variant of cyclic odd–even reduction algorithm [2].

The initial velocity condition of simulation is simply set as the inlet velocity pro8le obtained
from the experimental data. This initial condition will be ‘forgotten’ after a number of iterations as
mentioned by other researcher [11]. No initial in&ow pressure condition is imposed. The simulation
results show that using these initial conditions, does not a4ect the validity of our predictions. At
all solid boundaries, velocity and pressure gradient are set as zero. At the out&ow boundary, a
convective open boundary condition [1] is used while the pressure is also left free.

4. Particle phase equations

The &ow 8eld of the particles is simulated and visualized when &uid phase has become steady.
Twenty particles are evenly spaced along the inlet and added at intervals of 10 time steps. There are
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totally 80,000 particles introduced into the backward facing step channel at the end of the simulation.
Lagrangian approach is employed to predict the properties of each particle directly from the equations
of motion. The basic assumptions for the particle motion are:

(1) All particles are rigid spheres with equal diameter and density.
(2) The density of the particles is assumed large compared with that of the &uid.
(3) Particle–particle interactions are negligible.
(4) Dilute two-phase particle-laden &ow is assumed and the e4ect of the particles on the &ow

structures is neglected.
(5) Collisions with boundaries are assumed to be elastic.

The governing equations for a particle along its trajectory with drag and gravitational forces can
be written as

dx̃p

dt
= ũ p; (3)

dũ p

dt
=
f̃drag

mp
+ g̃; (4)

where ũ p is the instantaneous particle velocity, x̃p is the displacement of particle, mp is the mass of
particle, f̃drag is the drag force and g̃ is the gravitational acceleration.

The drag [5] and gravitational force of a single particle in a uniform &ow 8eld can be generally
expressed by

f̃drag = Cd
1
4 �d

2
p
�f

2
|̃u f − ũ p|(̃u f − ũ p); (5)

where dp the diameter of the particle respectively, �f and ũ f is the density and diameter of the
&uid, respectively, and Cd is the drag coeMcients [6] given by

Cd =
24
Rep

(1 + 0:15Re0:687
p ) for Rep6 700 (6)

with the particle Reynolds number [5] is de8ned by

Rep =
�f |̃u f − ũ p|(̃u f − ũ p)

�f
: (7)

5. Results and discussions

5.1. Velocity pro4le of 5uid phase

Fig. 2 shows the predicted streamwise mean velocity pro8les and the corresponding experimental
data of the gas phases at di4erent downstream position x=H = 2, 5, 7, 9 and 14. Simulation results
are in good agreement with those obtained from the experiment of Fessler and Eaton [6] with
Reynolds number of 18,400. Fig. 3 shows the predicted mean streamline &ow pattern. The predicted
reattachment length of 7:41H agrees well with the experimental value of 7:4H . Simulation also
predicts a small anti-clockwise circulation region near the corner between the step and the lower wall.
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Fig. 2. Streamwise mean velocity (gas phase).
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Fig. 3. Mean streamline &ow pattern (gas phase).

This secondary circulation region has length 2:38H in x-direction, and height 0:81H in y-direction.
This region has not been reported in the experiment work of Fessler and Eaton [6] nor predicted
by simulation using Reynolds-averaged equations [3], but observed in other numerical work with
di4erent Reynolds number [7].

5.2. Velocity pro4les for glass and copper particle

For validation of the particle phase, two classes of 150 �m glass and 70 �m copper particles are
used. The glass and copper particles chosen have similar Stokes number of 6.9 and 7.2, respectively,
but di4erent diameters. In this numerical simulation, the initial velocities are equal to 92% and 88%
of those of the &uid phase for glass and copper particles, respectively, according to the experimental
8nding by Fessler and Eaton [6].

Figs. 4 and 5 show the streamwise mean velocity for glass and copper spheres respectively. The
predicted values agree well with those of the experiment by Fessler and Eaton [6].
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Fig. 4. Streamwise mean velocity for 150 �m glass particle.
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Fig. 5. Streamwise mean velocity for 70 �m copper particle.

5.3. E6ect of Stokes number on particle behaviors

The Stokes number used to characterize the motion of selected particle is de8ned as the ratio of
the particle dynamic relaxation time (�p) to the gas time scale (�f ) in the &ow. According to the
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Fig. 6. Vorticity contours of the gas phase.

Fig. 7. Particle distribution with di4erent Stokes number. (a) 2 �m particles, Stokes number 0.002; (b) 20 �m particles,
Stokes number 0.2; (c) 50 �m particles, Stokes number 1.06; (d) 100 �m particles, Stokes number 3.7; (e) 200 �m
particles, Stokes number 11.9.

experiment of Fessler and Eaton [6], �p =�pd2
p=18�f , an average slip velocity of 1:2 m−1 is assumed

to calculate the particle Reynolds number and �f = 5H0=U0, based on an approximate large-eddy
passing frequency in the separated shear layer. Glass spheres of the same size are introduced into
the &ow when simulation result of the gas phase becomes steady (after 300 nondimensional time).
The diameters of particles are 2, 20, 50, 100 and 200 �m, respectively. The corresponding Stokes
numbers are 0.002, 0.2, 1.06, 3.7 and 11.9. Initial velocities of the particles are set to be equal to
the local &uid velocities, ensuring that the particles are in dynamic equilibrium with the gas &ow.

Fig. 6 shows the instantaneous vorticity pattern of the gas phase, and Fig. 7 shows the instanta-
neous distributions of the particles with di4erent diameters at 500 nondimensional time. Distribution
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of the 2 �m particles as shown in Fig. 7(a) resembles that of the vorticity structure of the gas &ow
shown in Fig. 6. The relaxation time of these small particles of extreme low Stokes number of
0.002 is much smaller than the gas time scale so that the particles have suMcient time to respond
to the turbulence structure of the &uid &ow. Hence the motion of small particles is fully controlled
by the vortex structure of the gas phase and, as a result, many small particles manage to enter into
the recirculation zones.

As the size of the particle increases, the e4ect of vortex on the particles becomes less eMcient.
Fig. 7(b) shows that 20 �m particles have the characteristic of preferential concentration along the
boundary of the vortex structure [9] caused by stretching and folding [10]. The decreasing in&uence
of vortex structure on particles of larger Stokes numbers is shown in Figs. 7(c)–(e). The Stokes
numbers of all these particles are greater than unity and fewer particles are found in the recirculation
zones. Most particles of the largest size in Fig. 7(e) can penetrate right through the vortex structure
with little transverse dispersion. This is because particles with largest Stokes number have highest
momentum and their motion is least in&uenced when the gas &ow slows down or changes direction.
It is however noted, even for the largest spheres, particles nearest to the backward-facing step are
more likely driven into the recirculation zone because of the greatest velocity gradient of gas phase
there.

In order to have better understanding of the dispersion e4ect of large-scale vortex on particles
of di4erent Stokes numbers, spheres of di4erent diameters are introduced with same velocity and
same position upstream of a vortex structure. Fig. 8 shows the behavior of particles when they pass
through large vortices. Fig. 8(a) shows the dispersion of 2 �m particle. The particles follow closely
with the &uid &ow and the particle distribution pattern is very similar to the pattern of the vortex
elements in the &ow 8eld. However, for increased particle diameters of 10, 20 and 50 �m as shown
in Figs. 8(b)–(d), the vortex cores of the &uid are essentially devoid of particles, i.e. the particles
are centrifuged out. The particles are concentrated within the extremely thin regions, outlining the
boundaries of the large-scale vortex structures. For larger particles, there is even less mixing occurred
and the particles are simply convected downstream with only a slight waviness detectable in their
paths, as shown in Figs. 8(e) and (f).

In conclusion, particles with the smallest Stokes number (St�1) are strongly controlled by the
vortex structure of the gas phase and follow closely to the gas vortices. Such particles are not
preferentially concentrated. Particles with time scales of similar order as the &uid time scale (St ∼
O(1)) will be centrifuged out by a vortex and will be preferentially concentrated along the peripheral
region of the vortex. Particles with large Stokes number (St�1) are more persistent in maintaining
their own movement. They do not essentially respond to the vortex motion within the &uid time
scale available and will also not be preferentially concentrated.

5.4. E6ect of initial velocity slip

Velocity slip is a measure of the velocity di4erence between the two phases. Depending on how
particles are introduced into a channel, the initial velocity slip at the inlet always varies greatly with
di4erent real situations. It is therefore of interest to take into account the e4ect of initial velocity
slip on particle dispersion through the vortex structures of the &uid. The inlet velocity slip is de8ned
as � = Up0=Uf 0, where Up0 and Uf 0 are the initial velocity of the particle phase and gas phase,
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Fig. 8. The e4ect of large scale vortex on particle dispersion. (a) 2 �m, (b) 10 �m, (c) 20 �m, (d) 50 �m, (e) 100 �m
(f) 200 �m.
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Fig. 9. Distribution of 100 �m particles with di4erent initial velocity slips. (a) � = 1:0, (b) � = 0:5, (c) � = 0:0.

Fig. 10. Distribution of 200 �m particles with di4erent initial velocity slips. (a) � = 1:0, (b) � = 0:5, (c) � = 0:0.

respectively. When �= 0, the particles are stationary when released into the &ow, whereas for �= 1
the particles are in dynamic equilibrium with the &uid.

Flows with initial velocity slip � = 1, 0.5 and 0 are simulated in this paper. Numerical results
reveal that although trajectories of small particles are strongly a4ected by the vortex structure of the
gas phase, their distributions are insensitive to the change of initial velocity slips. Distributions of
particles of diameter 2, 20, and 50 �m and with � = 0:5 and 0 are similar to those with � = 1 as
shown in Figs. 7(a)–(c).

Fig. 9 shows the particles dispersion of 100 �m with di4erent initial inlet velocity slips. Although
the e4ect of vortex structures on the dispersion of large particles is relatively small, moderation
becomes progressively signi8cant as the slip reduces from �=1 to 0 as shown, respectively, in Figs.
9(a)–11(c). The lower or even zero initial momenta of the particles favor the transverse dispersion
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Fig. 11. Particle distribution of di4erent particles with x-direction gravity. (a) 2 �m particles, Stokes number 0.002; (b)
20 �m particles, Stokes number 0.2; (c) 50 �m particles, Stokes number 1.06; (d) 100 �m particles, Stokes number 3.7;
(e) 200 �m particles, Stokes number 11.9.

of the particles in the &ow and the low or zero initial particle velocities result in a much longer
time for the particles to respond to the &uctuating turbulence structure.

The dependence on initial velocity slip becomes more obvious for even larger particles of diameter
200 �m as shown in Fig. 10. With �=1 shown in Fig. 10(a), particle trajectories essentially maintain
their initial direction downstream, apart from a few particles near the step that migrate into the
recirculation area because of the great velocity gradient of gas phase there. However, smaller velocity
slips result in relatively greater transverse dispersion of particles as shown in Figs. 10(b) and (c).

5.5. E6ect of gravity on particle dispersion

Gravitational force is introduced in x- and y-directions, respectively, in order to compare the e4ect
of gravity on particle dispersion with di4erent diameters. The particles are initially set in dynamic
equilibrium with the &uid when they are released into the &uid &ow.

According to the simulation results, dispersions of all tested particles are insensitive to the gravity
e4ect when its direction is along the x-axis. This is why experimental channels of similar two phase
&ows is always set in a vertical direction in order to minimize the e4ect of gravity. Fig. 11 shows
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Fig. 12. Particle distribution of di4erent particles with y-direction gravity. (a) 2 �m particles, Stokes number 0.002; (b)
20 �m particles, Stokes number 0.2; (c) 50 �m particles, Stokes number 1.06; (d) 100 �m particles, Stokes number 3.7;
(e) 200 �m particles, Stokes number 11.9.

the dispersion of particle with di4erent Stokes numbers. They show the similar patterns as those
shown in Fig. 7 of the simulated particles under no gravity force.

Figs. 12(a)–(c) illustrate that the dispersion process of particles for St�1 and St ∼ O(1) is in-
sensitive to the y-direction gravity e4ect. The 100 �m particles exhibit small transverse displacement
due to y-direction gravity as shown in Fig. 12(d). A sharp contrast occurs for particles with St ∼ 10
as shown in Fig. 12(e). Progressive lateral sedimentation occurs in the lower section of the channel.

6. Conclusions

In the present study, numerical simulation of two-phase turbulent &ow over a backward-facing
step has been successfully investigated by large eddy simulation (LES) for the gas phase and a
Lagrangian method with particle tracking model for the particle phase.

Particle tracking method and one-way coupling assumption are e4ective in predicting the particles
&ow. Velocity pro8les of two types of particles have been predicted and found to be in good
agreement with experimental results. Simulation has also successfully demonstrated the preferential
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concentration of particles in the &ow. Preferential concentration is one of the important phenomena
of particle dispersion in turbulent &ow. It leads to a very nonuniform distribution of particles and is
an important factor to consider in practical applications.

Simulation results show that dispersion of particles with Stokes numbers in the range of St�1
and St ∼ O(1) are insensitive to the change of initial velocity slips. However, for particles of Stokes
number much greater than one, decreasing of initial two phase velocity slip plays a signi8cant role
in the relative enhancement of transverse dispersion of particles. Therefore, the design of initial
conditions of the particle phase has an important in&uence on particle distribution in the &ow. This
suggests that a proper choice of particle feeding mechanism is important to the ensuing &ow pattern
of the particles.

Numerical results show the dispersions of all tested particles are insensitive to the e4ect of
x-direction gravity, i.e., along the direction of the main stream. This is why the backward fac-
ing step channel is set in a vertical direction in the experiment in order to reduce the gravitational
e4ect. Under a traversed gravitational 8eld, particles with St�1 and St ∼ O(1) are also insensitive to
the y-direction gravity. However, y-direction gravity e4ect will signi8cantly change the dispersion of
particles for St ∼ 10 or larger. Progressive lateral sedimentation occurs downstream of the channel.
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